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Optimized contact configuration for the study of transport
phenomena in ropes of single-wall carbon nanotubes
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The study of the intrinsic transport properties of carbon nanotubes suffers from the difficulties in
fabricating noninvasive contacts. Here, we present a scheme for the investigation of transport
phenomena in metallic single-wall carbon nanotubes by means of a special four-terminal
measurement configuration. To suppress the impact of the contacts on the measured conductance in
a tube, we found a combination of top and bottom contacts to the rope of single-wall nanotubes to
be most appropriate. Our experimental findings demonstrate that a linear decrease of the sample
resistance can be observed under these circumstances without the common increase of resistance for
decreasing temperatures. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1373413#
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The electrical properties of carbon nanotubes~NTs!, a
class of macromolecules discovered almost a decade a1

may play a central role in future nanoelectronics. Th
unique structure makes them potentially useful as basic
ments for generations of highly integrated circuits.2 While
the well known impact of the geometrical structure on cha
transport in NTs is responsible for the wide variety of ele
trical properties found so far,3 it is this structure, on the othe
hand, which makes it very difficult to characterize theintrin-
sic transport properties of NTs. The problem is to perform
noninvasive measurement which is essential to avoid eff
associated with the contacts.

The impact of contacts on the NT properties are repor
by several groups. As pointed out by Bezryadin a
co-workers,4 the bending of a single-wall nanotube~SWNT!
dispersed on metal electrodes~bottom contacts! can result in
the formation of barriers in the tube, which is ideal for t
investigation of coulomb blockade effects but undesired fo
transport experiment. The same is true for most top cont
where the tube is placed on a flat substrate and the electr
are attached to the top of the tube. For such a case, Bock
and co-workers5 showed that the leads divide the NTs in
segments.6 Again, barriers are obviously created inside t
NT. In addition, Bachtold and co-workers7 clearly demon-
strated the strong impact of electron irradiation on multiw
nanotubes. This implies, that, for top contacts patterned
electron-beam lithography, an influence on the electr
properties of the tube cannot be excluded. All these fa
support the aforementioned statement that a noninva
measurement is difficult to perform. It is not the contact
sistanceRC that causes the problems, but the resistance
side the tubesRB induced by making contacts. Thus, a fou
terminal measurement alone is not a solution to the probl

Electrical transport measurements presented so far~e.g.,
Refs. 5 and 7–11! have something in common independe
of whether a four- or a two-probe configuration is used. B
low a critical temperature~between 30 and 300 K!, a nega-
tive temperature coefficient, i.e., an increase of resista

a!Electronic mail: joerga@us.ibm.com
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with decreasing temperature is observed. We attribute thi
the fact that even in ropes of SWNTs~most of the aforemen-
tioned measurements were done on ropes instead of SWN!
making contact to the NTs can perturb the electron~or hole!
motion. From the results presented in this letter, we beli
this to be the reason why Kaiser and co-workers8 were able
to obtain good fits to resistance versus temperature p
R(T) in the low-temperature range with a formula takin
into account fluctuation-induced tunneling. However, we
not claim that the resistance increase for decreasing temp
ture inall existing measurements is due to tunneling. In p
ticular, we do not want to exclude Luttinger-liquid~LL ! be-
havior as found by different authors~e.g., Ref. 5! in two-
terminal measurement configurations as an explanation
the increase ofR(T) for decreasingT. But even in these
cases, the contacts play a central role in the measurem
since LL behavior cannot be observed without the prese
of barriers in the current path.12 A precursor of what we
consider the intrinsic properties of the NTs has been fou
for higher temperatures, where a linear increase ofR(T) with
increasing temperature is observed, probably due
electron–phonon interaction in metallic NTs.10

Here, we propose a scheme to study the intrinsic elec
cal properties of metallic single-wall carbon nanotubes do
to lowest temperatures. As will be described, a combinat
of top and bottom contacts to a rope of SWNTs is idea
suited for that purpose.

To perform electrical transport measurements, an in
vidual rope of SWNTs is contacted as shown in Fig.
Cross-like patterns consisting of Ti/Au are defined on
Si/SiO2 substrate prior to the dispersion of the NT ropes13

Afterwards, the scanning electron microscope~SEM! is used
to identify a rope of sufficient length~around 10mm! touch-
ing three metal crosses and a large metal pad~1!. Four addi-
tional metal leads are then attached from the top to the r
using standard electron-beam lithography and lift-off tec
nique. The cross-like structures which have been electric
connected in the same process step serve in the followin
bottom contacts. A schematic of the positions of the conta
relative to the rope is shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. T
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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configuration allows one to study the impact of the differe
contact types and—as will be shown—offers the possibi
to eliminate the contact effects.

Electrical transport measurements are performed i
4He continuous flow cryostat between 2.5 and 300 K usin
standard lock-in technique. Since the intertube coupling
weak,14,15 the current will flow in the lower part of the well
ordered rope if the bottom current contacts are used, an
the upper part of the rope if top contacts are used acc
ingly. The main idea is that the top contacts only disturb
transport in NTs in the upper part of the rope while t
bottom contacts only have an impact on the tubes in
bottom part of the rope.16 Therefore, contributions to the
resistance from the voltage probes are avoided since the
rent is driven through the tubes close to the substrate u
the bottom contacts while the voltage drop is measured w
two top contacts that are weakly coupled to the current c
rying NTs.

To prove that this is the case and to show that a stand
four-terminal measurement does not strictly probe the int
sic electrical properties of the tube, we performed two typ
of measurements. First, as usually done, we determined
temperature dependent resistanceR(T) using a set of four
top or four bottom contacts as plotted in Fig. 2~a!. In the
other measurement configurations, we used two bottom c
tacts~1 and 8! to drive the current through the sample wh
measuring the voltage drop across the rope with two adja
top contacts~3 and 4! @Fig. 2~b!#. For simplicity, we assumed
at this point that the whole current~500 pA! is carried by a
single tube in the rope. The difference between the two ty
of measurements—althoughboth excluding contributions
from the contact resistancesRC—is striking. While the stan-
dard configuration results in an increase ofR(T) with de-
creasing T, very similar to the results commonl
obtained,5,7–11 in Fig. 2~b! a clear linear decrease of resi
tance with decreasing temperature is visible. Even more
portant is the extremely small resistance value of aroun

FIG. 1. Top: SEM image of the eight contacts attached to a 10mm rope
~indicated by arrows!. The lower part shows the contact positions relative
the rope with four top contacts~3, 4, 5, and 7! and four bottom contacts~1,
2, 6, and 8!.
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kV in Fig. 2~b! measured over the entire temperature ran
for a voltage probe separation of 1.1~60.2! mm. On the other
hand, in Fig. 2~a!, we observe resistances approximately 1
times larger although the voltage probe separation only
fers by a factor of;2 and;4, respectively.

Our interpretation of the results is that current transp
for the two cases in Fig. 2~a! is perturbed by both types o
voltage probes. It only makes a quantitative differen
whether top or bottom contacts are used. In Fig. 2~a!, the
barriers introduced by the top contacts are causing somew
more backscattering than the bottom contacts. The resu
average barrier resistanceRB at a few Kelvin is between 35
and 80 kV arguing that two barriers are present in each of
two measurements. Because of these barriers in the cu
paths, theintrinsic electrical properties of the NT cannot b
resolved. Another argument supporting our analysis is t
the data obtained for the standard measurement configura
do not scale with the voltage probe separationLV . In par-
ticular, the measurement for the largerLV ~bottom contact!
shows the smaller four-terminal resistance value wh
would imply a—very unlikely—pronounced difference o
scattering inside different metallic tubes in a rope. On
other hand, top contacts—although damaging the upper
of the rope—do not alter the situation inside a NT in t
bottom part of the rope. Thus, the combination of top a
bottom contacts as shown in Fig. 2~b! makes it possible to
study the intrinsic transport properties of metallic NTs.

FIG. 2. Four-terminal measurements on a rope of SWNTs. In case~a!, both
curves were taken with a set of either four topor four bottom contacts. The
characteristic shows a monotonic decrease of resistance up to room tem
ture ~not shown!. Measurement~b! is performed with two top contacts a
voltage probes~3 and 4! and two bottom contacts~1 and 8! serving as
current source and drain.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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Before evaluating in detail the data from Fig. 2~b!, the
first issue to discuss is the rather high noise level of appr
mately 15%. This noise results from the very small volta
difference of only a few hundred nanovolts detected with
weakly coupled voltage probes. Nonetheless, the linear sh
in the measurement can easily be identified.

To determine the relevant scattering length in the
accurately from this slope and the absolute value ofR(T),
we have to reconsider our previous assumption that on
single metallic NT carries the current in the rope. Indeed
is in principle possible that more than one metallic tube
involved in current transport from source to drain. This im
plies, thatR(T) as calculated in Fig. 2~b! may underestimate
the true resistance depending on the numberN of metallic
tubes involved. To estimate the upper limit ofN, we argue as
follows. The rope consists of roughly 100 tubes, with a
proximately 30 of them being metallic. Since current is
jected by two bottom contacts, simple geometrical consid
ations yield no more thanN55 to 10 metallic tubes in direc
contact with the current leads.

In addition, there is another potential source to expl
why the NT resistance may be effectively higher than sho
in Fig. 2~b!. Let us consider the case of a metallic NT whi
is closer to the voltage probes relative to the main curr
carrying tube. The voltage probes would measure the volt
drop across this tube. Because of the weak coupling to
‘‘main tube’’—the one connected directly to the curre
contacts—only part of the total current would flow throu
this top tube. As a result, the detected voltage drop would
smaller than in the case of no tube–tube coupling. To e
mate the potential error made when plotting the resistanc
Fig. 2~b! assuming a current of 500 pA, we measured
two-terminal resistance between contacts 3 and 4. At
temperatures, the resistance including contact resistance
barrier resistances,RB , as well as the intrinsic resistance ad
up to 60 kV. This relatively small value implies an intrinsi
resistance of the metallic NT certainly no larger than 10 kV.
Using the variableN just introduced to account for the un
certainty in the true tube resistance, this means againN
<10.17

Having all this in mind, we findd%/dT31/N52.4
3106 V/K3m! from the linear slope in Fig. 2~b!. For
electron–phonon interaction in metallic NTs, a linear te
perature dependence ofR(T) is theoretically expected10,18

with a slope of d%/dT'23107 V/K3m!. On the other
hand, Hertel and Moos19 found experimentallyd%/dT'5
3106 V/K3m! using time-resolved photoemission spectro
copy. From the considerations onN, our data rather suppor
the measurements from Hertel and Moos19 than the theoret-
ical predictions. The characteristic length for electro
phonon scattering from our experiment is determined to
Lel–ph3N511 mm atT5250 K. Although electron–electron
interaction, in principle, can result in a linear increase
R(T) with temperature, as pointed out by Balents a
Fisher,20 it does not dominate transport in Fig. 2~b!. We con-
clude this from the fact that no charge gap is observed in
measurement down to 8 K, which implies thatd%/dTel–el

<23105 V/K3m! ~according to Ref. 20! is much smaller
than our experimental findings even forN51. Furthermore,
we deduce from our data that residual impurity scattering
Downloaded 18 May 2001 to 198.81.209.17. Redistribution subject to A
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responsible for an additional temperature independent re
tance contribution. Our data reveal an elastic mean free p
of L imp3N510 mm from extrapolatingR(T) to zero tem-
perature.

It is important to emphasize that our measuremen
only sensitive to those scattering mechanisms that alter
electron momentum. This implies, that the electron–phon
scattering found described does not automatically imply
similar coherence length at room temperature. In particu
electron–electron interaction without a change of elect
velocity will not be detected.

In conclusion, we have identified an approach to stu
the intrinsic electronic properties of metallic single-wall ca
bon NTs by means of a combination of top and bottom el
trodes attached to a rope of SWNTs. Our experiments cle
show that the same contacts in a different configuration~a set
of four top or four bottom contacts! cannot be used for the
study of scattering mechanisms in NTs down to the low
temperatures. A consistent picture emerges if we assume
barriers are introduced inside the rope by both types of c
tacts and a suitable measurement setup is necessary t
clude their influence. Our electrical measurements show
a combination of electron–phonon and impurity scatter
dominates the four-terminal resistance of NT ropes betw
8 and 300 K.

The authors thank A. G. Rinzler and R. E. Smalley f
providing the NTs.
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